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Introduction 
In this release we resolved several bugs which have been reported to us.  

Please check these release notes for more details. 

 

1. Warning 
 

We have done breaking changes is this release. Due to stricter naming conventions in BC17 we have 

renamed several parameters in global procedures and event publishers. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/business-central/dev-

itpro/developer/analyzers/codecop-aa0072-nameofvariablesmustbesuffixedwithtypeobjectname 

We are aware that we are not supposed to do this and that it might disrupt existing customization, 

however it was a once or never situation and therefore we decided to implement them. 

For customizations on top of our apps it can occur that you might have to change something.  

Please test the customization before updating the live environment. 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/business-central/dev-itpro/developer/analyzers/codecop-aa0072-nameofvariablesmustbesuffixedwithtypeobjectname
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/business-central/dev-itpro/developer/analyzers/codecop-aa0072-nameofvariablesmustbesuffixedwithtypeobjectname
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2. K3|pebblestone  
 

8277 Vendor Item No. cannot be set per variant in Req. Worksheet 

The Vendor Item No. can be different per variant, but in the Req. Worksheet it is not possible 
to edit this in the matrix. 

 

8872 Filters in function FilterPriceLine should not set conditionally 

In the function FilterPriceLine the filters on PriceListLine are set only when a Sales Price 
record is found. This can potentially remove all price list lines. 
Rec should already be the record you are deleting and therefor have all the values you need 
to filter and using a second variable is unnecessary. 

 

8907 Item list is not update after deleting season code from sales order or changing it 

Season filter of ordertype did not work correctly on the item list when changing ordertype. 

 

8946 Search on pf description field does not work in a salesorder 

Search on K3PFdescription does not work correctly in a salesorder. 
 

8962 Bincode on item journal is not validating correctly 

When entering the bin code it was not validating correctly to the matrix. 
 

8973 Matrix statistic is not updated in transfer order matrix 

Matrix statistic is not updated in transfer order matrix. 
 

8975 It is Impossible to select item code correctly if multiple items with same 'Base code' 

exist 

When you have 2 items with the same base code you could not select the first one when you 
had no brand or season filled on the sales order header. 
 

8987 Prepayment invoice compressed disabbled does not work correct in combination with 

Pebblestone  

Made changes for prepayment not compressed in combination with using a matrix and 
variants on salesorder. 
 

9033 Changing bincode and validation on purchase and sales order does not work correctly 

Bin is added to the matrix  of the purchase order, sales order, purchase return order and 
purchase sales order so you are able to fill the bincode per variant. 
 
9039 Delivery priority code is not updated on the sales lines 

When you changed the delivery priority code it was not updated to the sales lines. 
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9045 Item is copied with Assembly BOM Status Released 

When an item with an Assembly BOM is copied by Copy Item function the Assembly BOM 
Status on the new item is Released.  
 

9046 Assembly BOM: Incorrect Lookup in Color-Color Matrix 

Assembly BOM: Incorrect Lookup in Color-Color Matrix 
 
9053 Values not updated to sublines in Warehouse Activity Line 

Values where not updated to sublines in Warehouse Activity line. 
 

9055 Odertype is not updated on the sales order line  

When you entered ordertype in the header after you entered the item and quantities it would 
not fill the Ordertype fields correctly in de sales order lines. 
 
9123 Prepayment invoice is not correct in combination with Pebblestone disabled compress 

prepayment compressed enabled  

Made changes for prepayment compressed in combination with using a matrix and variants 
on sales order. 
 

9127 Quantity field should not be editable in Physical Inventory Journal 

Quantity was editable in the journal. This is not correct because it is a calculated field. 
 

9129 The button open the matrix for on the Physical Inventory Journal should be made 

invisible. 

The lines in the journal are not matrix lines so it should not be possible to open a matrix. 
 
9130 Indirect Cost % in Item Journal  

Added Indirect Cost % in statistic in matrix of item journal to solve inconsistency. 
 

9148 “Qty (calculated)” must not be editable in matrix for physical inventory 

“Qty (calculated)” was editable and we changed it. 

 

9165 Correct option posted sales invoice gives error message 

Correct option posted sales invoice gave error message because of matrix line. 
 

9179 On the Sales blanket order you cannot enter same item with same variant twice. 

Matrix and pffields are added and entering the same item with same variant twice is solved. 
 

9180 Extended text automation does not work correctly on sales order 

When you setup automatic extended text on the item the extended text was not added 
automatically when you added the item to a sales order. 
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9207 Copy document in sales order with 2 lines for 1 item gives error message 

Copy document in sales order with 2 lines for 1 item gives an error message. 
 

9245 Item matrix second size does not show color 

Has been fixed and field is shown in item matrix. Color filtering is enabled in matrix. 
 
9276 K3PFplanned receipt date is not updated in purchase order line 

K3PFplanned receipt date was not updated in purchase order line. 

 

9299 K3PFVariant Code is not filled correctly on the posted transfer shipment and receipt 

K3PFVariant code will be filled with variants code or a * when more than 1 variant is on the 
shipment. 
 
9149 Overflow error complementary seasons in ordertype for French localization 

Due to translations with more then 20 signs you will get the error message to overflow. 
Change translations of define filter in French to Autre filters. 
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3. K3|pebblestone PDM 
 

9028 Incorrect Caption Request Option Page BOM Requirement Sheet 

Incorrect Caption Request Option Page BOM Requirement Sheet. 
 

9041 BOM Requirement Sheet shows only same color in several matrix lines 

BOM Requirement Sheet shows only same colour in several matrix lines. 
 

9177 Removing a size on a new item gives on Measurement gives an error for another item 

no. 

Got an error message when removing a size on a new item. 
 

 


